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Let 9 C C be a domain with smooth boundary. A classical theorem of Hardy 
and Littlewood states that if 
is continuous, f  la is holomorphic, and f  189 is Lipschitz smooth, then f  is 
Lipschitz smooth on G’. 
I f  instead 9 C 0, n > 2, then one may obtain similar conclusions about a 
function f with much weaker hypotheses (see, for instance [12, lo]). Indeed, 
one may obtain very fine results if one takes into account the geometry of a9. 
This is precisely the subject of the present paper. 
The results we obtain apply, in fact, to the solution of any linear elliptic 
boundary value problem. Roughly speaking, we exploit the following two facts: 
(i) the geometry of a9 determines very precisely the smoothness off in tangential 
directions, and (ii) the parametrix for the elliptic operator determines the 
smoothness in the normal direction. 
This work is motivated by the study of function spaces which have been 
created to describe regularity for the inhomogeneous Cauchy-Riemann equation 
on strongly pseudoconvex domains. In this arena, it is well understoods how 
functions which arise naturally in complex analysis are twice as smooth in 
“complex tangential directions” as in “complex normal direction.” 
We study a more general class of domains known as domains of finite type [ 1,6]. 
These arise naturally in the theory of subelliptic estimates for the Z-Neumann 
problem on (p, n - 1) forms. It should be noted that for subellipticity on (p, 4) 
forms, 4 < n - 1, a more delicate condition than finite type is needed (see [8]). 
For this reason, one sould consider the results of the present paper to be more 
closely related to the subellipticity of the Hormander “sum of squares” operator 
(see [5], for instance) than to the results of [8]. Finally, we note that the tech- 
niques of the present work apply to vector fields satisfying more general type 
conditions than those of [I, 6] (see for instance [2]). 
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Section 1 contains some notation. Section 2 contains the statements of the 
theorems and corollaries and provides a brief history of the problem. Section 3 
breaks the proof into three propositions which are of some intrinsic interest. 
Section 4 isolates a technical lemma. Sections 5 through 8 prove the three 
propositions. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
We define “finite type,” the categories of smoothness to be considered, and 
the attendant notation. Ail domains will be subdomains of C” and will be 
assumed to have Cm boundary, all vector fields will be smooth of degree Cm, 
and all differential operators will have C” coefficients. 
I f  9 @Z C? is fixed, let p be a smooth real valued function defined on a neigh- 
borhood U of g so that 
grad p f  0 on 359 (1.1) 
9 = (2 E u: p(z) < O}. (l-2) 
That such a function can be constructed locally is obvious, and a partition of 
unity argument gives rise to a global one. 
For each z E 89 we let &(B)(, be those tangent vectors of the form 
c 4a/w, ff j  E c, SO that C tij(ap(z)/azi) = 0. We further let T,,,(a9)1z = 
Tl.cl(a~)lz * Let T,,,(B) be the vector bundle over 89 with total space 
u zeg9 T,,,(a9)l, and likewise for T,,, . 
Let Z0 be the module over C~(ZB) spanned by the smooth sections of T,,, and 
T 0,1 . Inductively, let JY~ be the module spanned by 5& and vector fields of the 
form[F,G]=FG-GFwithFE90,GEZfiX.--1,1 <kEN.Then 
dLp,. is closed under conjugation 
LTk+, Z Sk, each k = 1,2,... 
9 = u Zk is a Lie algebra. 
I 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(l-5) 
DEFINITION. Following [6, I], we say that P E 89 is a point of finite type 
m if (F, ap)lp = 0 f  or all FE gm-, while (G, @)lP # 0 for some GE Zm . We 
say that 9 (or Z9) is of finite type m if each point of a9 is of finite type at most m, 
and m is as small as possible. 
Remark. Strongly pseudoconvex domains are of type 1 while domains of the 
form 
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are of type 2k - 1. The polydisc is of infinite type at every point off the dis- 
tinguished boundary. 
Now we require some notation of a differential geometric nature. In what 
follows, M is a smooth manifold and P a point of M. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a smooth vector field on M. We let t -+ yP(X, t) 
denote the unique curve y, defined on a neighborhood U,,, of 0 in R, such that 
y(O) = P and p(f) = X(r(t)) for all t E err,, . That such a curve exists is of 
course guaranteed by the fundamental theorem of ordinary differential equations. 
More generally, if X, ,..., X, are smooth vector fields on M and t, ,..., t, 
are small real numbers, we let 
denote the unique point obtained by beginning at P, travelling t, units along 
yP(Xi , .) to a new point PII then travelling t, units along yP1(X2, .) to a new 
point P2 , etc. The terminal point Pk is denoted by the expression (1.6). 
I f  P E $1 and X is a smooth vector field on M, we let t,(P, X) denote the 
greatest positive extended real number t, such that t + yP(X, t) is defined for all 
I t I < f,. Likewise, with notation as in 1.6, t,(P, X1 ,..., X,) is the greatest 
positive estended real t, such that yP(Xr , t, ,..., X, , tB) is well defined for all 
1 tj 1 < t, , j = 1 (..., k. 
Finally, we have some notations from classical analysis: 
DEFINITION. I f  D c R” is open, let /l,(Q) be defined as follows: For 
o<ol<l, 
/Ii(Q) = {f : f  is continuous and 
llf lip + s x+yc-heR If(x + 4 +f@ - 4 - Yf(~)lil h I = Ilflln,cn, < aI* 
. . 
(1.10) 
If  01 > 1, let 
The spaces /l, are the well known Lipschitz classes and a number of their basic 
properties may be found in [13, Chap. 5-J. A function f: U -+ C is said to be in 
n?(U) if ~JE (1,( ZJ) for each q~ E Ccm( U). This notion extends naturally to 
manifolds, via coordinate maps. 
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Now we combine all the preceding notions to produce some special function 
spaces. Let 2, ,..., 2,-i be nonvanishing vector fields in a neighborhood U of a 
point PE a.9 such that 2, jz ,..., 2,-i Iz span T,,,(a9)l, at each .z E C’ n Z@. 
Writing Zj = Xj + iYj , each j, we may think of the vector bundle over [w 
generated by {Xi ,..., X,.-i , Yi ,..., Y+t> as a sub-bundle of the real tangent 
bundle T(U n Z2). 
DEFINITION. We say that a real vector field X on CT is admissible if X Iz 
is in span@, Iz ,..., X,-, L, Yl I2 ,..., Ynpl I,} for each .s E U. A vector field W 
on g is admissible if for each P E Z9 there is a neighborhood c’ of P so that 
W I cna9 is admissible. 
In the next definition we use the Euclidean metric (for convenience only). 
It is not essential to do so, nor will any special property of any metric be used in 
the remainder of this paper. The definition is rather technical, but immediately 
following it we give an alternate definition which is more intuitive. 
DEFINITION. A function f  is in r,,,(9), 0 < OT < ,B < co, provided that 
f~ (1,(B) and f satisfies the following condition: there is a C > 0 so that : 
If 
0 < m, n E n; (1.12) 
w = 1 - (m/a + n/j?) > 0; (1.13) 
A fL,n 1 ,***, arevectorfieldsondwithI/ -4jIlIsl+i < 1,j = l...., m + n 
(1.14) 
(here I/ X Ilr = 1 I\ aj lick where X = C aj(a/axj)); 
for some i, ,..., in we have that Neil ,..., Ai,, are admissible and we 
let M = A, ... A,,,+,, . 
(1.15) 
Then 
the function Mf exists and is continuous; (1.16) 
for any vector field X on 9 with II X ll[al+i < 1 and any P E 9 the function 
f p,x: t + Mf (yp(X, t)) on (1 t 1 < to(P, X)} satisfies li.fp.,y i’_j ‘,,. ., Sl C 
(1.17) 
and 
with notation as above, if X is admissible, 11 X /1181+i < 1, 
then 1lfP.x IIA~.~ < C. (1.18) 
The space r,,s(Z9) is defined similarly: one considers f on 359 but only vector 
fields which are tangential to Z9. 
Roughly speaking, a function in r,,,(B) is /1, in all directions and (1, in 
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admissible directions. Now we introduce a little notation and define an alternate 
space which under reasonable conditions coincides with r,*, . 
DEFINITION. I f  53 CC”, k E IV, let 
q?p) = {y [O, l] - 58 I II + I/ < l,..., II y(k) II G 11. 
Define Y?( &?) likewise. 
Let WI it9 be a neighborhood so that orthogonal projection 7r: Wd 252 is 
a smooth retraction. For each z E 39, let vz be the unit outward normal. Note 
that each H E C” has a tangent space which is a copy of 0 with the usual complex 
structure. Denote the Hermitian inner product by (, >. 
DEFINITION. I f  53 CC”, k E N, let 
%rk(9) = {y E %?: image(y) C TV and 
(~*?W, ‘n(vW) = 0 Vt E P, 111 
DEFINITION. Let 0 < 01 < /3 < co. Let 53 E Cn. We let 
Of course, F&SS) is defined likewise. 
Remark. For domains B of type 1 and for /3 < 2a, it was proved in [4], [lo] 
that r,,, = pm,, . More generally, for domains of type m with /I < (m + 1)~ 
one has that r,, = pai,, . This fact follows also from the techniques of the 
present paper. 
2. HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We briefly place our main result in context. It is well known that if 9 C [w” has 
smooth boundary and if f :  $ -+ C satisfies 
Of = 0 on 9 (2.1) 
f la9 E ki(a=w (24 
then f E A,(@. The result holds if A is replaced by a linear uniformly elliptic 
operator on 9. 
More subtle phenomena occur in several complex variables. We mention a 
theorem of Stein [12]: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 CC” have smooth boundary. Suppose that f~ /loI(Q) is 
holomorphic. Then f E r,,,,(9). 
Several refinements of this theorem exist, for which see [IO]. We are presently 
more interested in a sort of converse to 2.1. 
In [4], Folland and Stein stated the first such converse. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B = {z EC?: 1 x 1 < 11. Let 0 < 01 < k, k Ez. Suppose 
that fi 39 + C is continuous and that for some C > 0 and ally E Vi”(a9) one has 
II f  o Y Iln,*([o.Il) < c. 
Then f  c r,.,,(%B). 
It is further observed in [4] that Theorem 2.2 persists for 9 strongly pseudo- 
convex. 
In [l l] we proved a variant of the following result which is closely related to 
2.2 but is proved by different techniques. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 9 CC? have smooth boundary and be strongs’y pseudo- 
convex. Let f:  9’ 4 C be holomorphic. Let OL > 0 and let 1 be the greatest integer 
which is less than 201. Suppose there is a C > 0 so that for any collection A, ,..., A, 
of admissible vector$elds satisfying /I Aj /I < 1 in the Euclidean metric for all j one 
has that 
A, ..’ A,f exists and is continuous 
For each P E 9, each admissible A, , the function 
t+A, ... A,f (Yr(A,, , t)) has ABapI norm not exceeding C. 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
Then f  E P,,,,(9). In particular, f  E A,(@. 
The theorem proves in the present paper clarifies the relationship between 2.2 
and 2.3. It is 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 9 G CT” have smooth boundary of finite type m. Let 9 be a 
linear uniformly elliptic operator on 9. Let {Wi>,“_, be open subsets of C” which 
cover ag and for each i let {A,“}:!!,” be a fixed collection of admissible vector fields 
on W” which are linearly independent at each point of WI. Let 01 > 0. 
Suppose that f:  59 + C satisfies 9f = 0 on 9, and that there is a C > 0 so 
that for each j = l,..., 2n - 2, each i = l,..., k, each P E Wi f~ 9, the function 
fsi : {I t 1 < t&P, Aji)} + C 
t -fh(Aji> t)) 
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satisfies [I fiYi IJAG+,), < C. Then f  E I’,,(,+,,,(B). In particular, f  E A,(@. 
By the same proof we will obtain 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 9, TV, {A{}, 9 be as in the theorem. Suppose that 
f~ C(g) satisJies 9’f = 0 on 9. Suppose that f / aa satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem for P in Pg. Then f E I’,.(,+,,,(@. In particular, f E A,(@. 
Remark. Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 differ from previously known 
results in the following ways: (1) They apply to domains of finite type, (2) they 
apply not only to holomorphic functions but to solutions of elliptic equations, (3) 
they are independent of any metric, (4) they hypothesize smoothness over what is 
clearly a minimal collection of curves, (5) they apply to domains other than 
domains of holomorphy. 
Remark. The reader can readily check that 2.4 and 2.5 remain valid if only 
9f = 91 with v  sufficiently regular. 
As immediate corollaries of 2.4 and 2.5 we have 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let B CC’ have smooth boundary of finite type m. Let 
{Wi}e, be open subsets of Cn which cover a9 and for each i let (A,“}:=!!” be a fixed 
collection of admissible vector fields on wi which are linearly independent at each 
point of WC. Let 01 > 0. Suppose that f:  G - C is holomorphic and that for each 
j = I,..., 2n - 2, each i = I,..., k, each P E Wi n 9, some C > 0, the function 
f  $” : {I t 1 < te(P, Aji)} + c 
t wf(YP(Aji, t)) 
sutis$es 11 fjgi IIA(m+lja < C. Then f  E P,,J,,,+,,,(~). In particular, f  E A,(8). 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let 9, W{, {A;} be as in 2.5. Suppose that f  E C(a), f  is 
holomorphic on 9, and that f  la9 satisfies the hypotheses of 2.5 for P E 39. Then 
f  E P,J”~+,~~(@. In particular, f  E A,(a). 
Remark. That 2.6, 2.7 are best possibIe for m odd follows from the example 
f(x) = (zr - l>* on 9 = {(zr , ~a): 1 zr I2 + / za leL < I}, k = 1, 2 ,... . This9 
is of finite type m = 2k - 1. 
3. THREE PROPOSITIONS AND THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We state three propositions and derive Theorem 2.4 from them. The proposi- 
tions are proved in Sections 5-8. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 9 C C? have smooth boundary of fin&e type m. Let 
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0, C 8 be open subsets of 39. Let A, ,..., AZlapz be smooth admissible vector Jields on 
0 which are of maximal rank at each P E 0. Let ol > 0. Let fi a.9 + C be a function. 
Suppose there is a C > 0 so that for each P E a.9, each j = I,..., 2n - 2 one has 
that 
f/: t - fMAi 9 t)) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 9 C C* have smooth boundary which is of finite type m 
Suppose that f:  9 + C satis$es the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4. Then f  extends 
continuously to 8. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that 9 C CT& has smooth boundary of finite type m 
and that fi G---f C is continuous. Suppose that B is a linear uniformly elliptic 
operator on .9 and that Yf  = 0. If  CY > 0 and f  189 E I’,,,,,,+,,(%@, then 
f  E G.&z+1,(%. 
It is not difficult to see that Propositions 3.1-3.3 imply Theorem 2.4. Let us 
now prove this. 
I f  f ,  59 are as in the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, then by Proposition 3.2, 
f  extends continuously to g. Therefore f  trivially satisfies lim,,,,,,~ f(c) = f(x), 
each z E 89. Fix 1 < j < 2n - 2. Then f  is uniformly (lortnztl~ along integral 
curves of Aji which lie in 9. A simple limiting argument implies that f  /a9 is 
uniformly (latnl+r) along integral curves of Aji which lie in Z9. So f  satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 on each Wi n a&Z?. So f  E r,,~,,+,,,(%?). By Proposition 
3.3, f  E %?,+I,@). 
Remark. Proposition 3.1 is the heart of the matter, and contains all the 
differential geometry and technical calculations. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 are not 
difficult but are of some independent interest. 
Remark. All of the propositions are local in nature. Therefore, after a 
partition of unity, we may assume that f  I& is supported on a fixed Wi. The i 
will be suppressed to simplify the notation in all of the subsequent sections. 
4. A TECHNICAL LEMMA 
The following version of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula, and its variants, 
will be of considerable use in the sequel. 
Let U C Rn be open. Let X, Y be smooth vector fields on U. Let P E U. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For h, k E Iw su$iciently small we have 
r&F h, Y, 4 = yiO’, k X, h, LX, Yl, hk, 
[[X, Y-J, x], h2k/2, IQ--, Yl, Yl, JW2) + W4 + k3. 
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The proof of 3.1 is a formal calculation with Taylor series. Details may be 
found in [lo]. Of course, there are higher degree analogues which are proved in 
exactly the same way, but 3.1 will suffice for the cases we will actually prove. 
The chief meaning of 4.1 is that yP(X, h, Y, K) and yP(Y, K, X, h) can be com- 
pared via integral curves of a (noncommuting) family of monomials in X, Y and 
the monomials themselves do not depend on P, X, or Y. 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1 IN CASE m = 1 
In order to maximize clarity and minimize tedius details, we present the case 
m = 1,O < 01 < 314. In the next section we comment on m > 1. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, letters C, K, C’, K’, etc. will be used 
to denote constants whose values may change from instance to instance but 
which are independent of the relevant parameters in any given context. 
We may select on W a nonvanishing section 7 of the cotangent bundle to a9 
such that 7 annihilates all admissible vector fields on W (if p is a defining function 
for 9 then i(ap - 8~) = T will do). 
Now let P E W. By hypothesis, there exist Xi , X, E spar@, ,..., A,,-,) so 
that ([X1 , X,], ~)l~ # 0. By a counting argument, we find that for some 
Ail, Aia we have 
([Ai, > 41, 7) IP f 0. 
Of course we must have that Ai1 # Ail. Renumbering if necessary, we may 
suppose that 
By smoothness, we have that there is a c,, > 0 and a neighborhood U C W of P in 
a9 so that for all Q E U we have 
Let Y be a neighborhood of P E B, V C U. We may find a t, > 0 so that for 
Q E V, all j = l,..., 272 - 2, we have t,, < t,(Q, AJ. Fix q~ E Corn(V) so that 
v z 1 on a neighborhood of P. Then tpf satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition 
and it suffices for us to prove the result for vf. For convenience, we denote this 
new function also by f. 
We may find a smooth vector field N on V so that A, ,..., AZ+2 , N span the 
real tangent space TU lo at each Q E U (for instance, let N be dual to 7). Our 
main task now is to see that the maps 
t - fbm 9, !7EV 
are uniformly in A,[-& , r,,]. We first address the case 0 < OL < l/2. 
505/34/2-7 
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Fix Q E V. By the Campbell-HausdorfI formula, for t E R small enough, 
Yo(4 9 4 A2 9 4 = Y&G , 6 A, , t, [A, , A,], t2/2) + qq 
= ro([4 , A2], t2/2, A2 , t, A, , t> + O(@) 
whence 
Yo(L4 7 A,], t2/2) = Yo(4 , t, A, 9 t, 4 , --t, A2 , -f> + O(t3). 
By the preceding remarks, 
2n-2 
on 77, where 7, a, are smooth functions on U and 1 r] 1 > c,, . So 
Y&TN> t2/2) = YO (Al 7 t> A2 3 t9 Al , -t, A2 9 -t, 1 UiAi 9 -t2/2) + O(P)* 
Finally, with Q jxed, we may multiply A, , A, by smooth functions which are 
bounded and bounded from 0 (with bounds independent of Q E V) so that, 
renaming the Ai , we have 
ro(N> t2/2) = YQ (4 , t, A,, t, A, , -6 A,, -t, C aiAi , -P/2) + O(P). 
Thus for 1 t 1 small enough, relative to t, , we have 
IfbdN t2/2N -f(Q>l 
G If(ro(4 9 t)) -f(Q)1 + If(ro(4 > t, A2 9 t)> --f(ro(A, > t))l 
+ a** + If(r&% , t, A, t, A,, -t, A,, -t, alA,, -t2/2)) 
--f(yo(A, , t, A,, 6 A,, -6 4, -t>)l + -*+ 
+ If(ro(4 , 4 A,, 6 A,, --t, A2, -t, a,4 , -t2/2 ,..., ~2n-~A~n-~, -P/2)) 
-f(ro(A, 1 t, A,, t, A,, --t, A,, -t, 4,, -t2/2 ,..., ~2n--3Am-~, -t”/2))l. 
+ su g If@) -fWI 
SE 
REV 
IS-RKCltP 
where C is a constant depending on U, V, the smoothness of the vector fields, but 
not onf. 
Thus 
~g If(rdN t2/2N -f(Q)1 < C It, 12= + 2~ IfW -fu-w 
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By the triangle inequality, the hypotheses of the proposition, the fact that 
A i ,..., AZ+* , N span TU, and the compactness of 39, we obtain for t, small 
that 
sup If(S) -f(R)1 < ct? + sup IfW -fWI. 
S.Rd9 
~S-Rl<t~2:2 
S.REaP 
IS-RICC”lito13 
An easy iterative argument now yields 
Thus f  E cl,(Z@). Since 2ar < 1, it follows automatically that f  E r,.,,(Z9). This 
completes the case 0 < 01 < l/2. We temporarily pass over the case a = l/2 and 
now consider l/2 < 01 < 314. 
Let now P, U, V, c, , t, be as before. Fix ha , 0 < ii, Q t, . Let 
K= 
t >,yE 2,2 IfbP(N 4) -.NY/l h Ia + 1, 
O’ CM0 
L = t >“;Y’~ I-U(YPG%, 4) - A,f(P)I/I h lzo--+ 1, 
O’ OEVO 
c, = suP 
QEaD 
Ilf(YP(Ai 9 .))llq,[-t,(P.a,).t,(P,~~)] + 1. 
i=1....,2n--2 
Now C,, is bounded by hypothesis. Since f is bounded, K and L are finite but their 
bounds may depend on h, . In fact it is our intention to show that K and L are 
bounded independent of h, . We do so by estimating K and L implicitly. 
By Taylor’s formula, and the hypotheses, we write for any Q E V, I k I, 
Ihl 34, 
f(roV4 3 h, 4 7 4) = fh&% 7 h)) + Wf b&4 , h)) + O(G) I k P 
fMAz 3 4) = f(Q) + k&f(Q) + O(G) I k lBor (5.2) 
fh(4 , -4 a42 ,kN = fh(4 > -4 + k&f (yo(4 , -4) + O(G) I k lea 
Adding and subtracting these equations, we obtain 
W4f bd4 9 4) + 4f M4 > -4) - 2&f (8)) 
= O(G) I k 12u + O(G) I h I*% 
+ [f M4 , h, 4 t 4) + fM4 , --h, A, , 4) 
- 2fhPG 9 kN1 V-3) 
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Apply the Campbell-Hausdoti formula to the expression in brackets to obtain 
[ 1 = [f(ro(-4,) k 4 ? h, 14 , API, w, w3 + k3N) 
+ f(YQ(4 7 k 4 T --h, [A,, A,], --hw, O(h3 + k3))) 
- 2fhA4 3 4). 
We apply the hypotheses and the case 0 < 01 < I /2 (the conditions of which are 
satisfied a fortiori) to obtain 
[ 1 = fh(4 1 k 4 9 4 [A, 9 41, W)) 
+ f(ro(4 7 k, ~4,) --h, [4, 41, -W2)) 
- 2f(ro(4 , 4) + O(G)(h3 + k3)l‘a’3. 
(We are using the fact that, by the case 0 < 0~ < l/2, f  is fl2a,3 even in the N 
directions!) The last line is 
O(Co) I hk I + O(G) I h lea + O(C,)(l h lza + I k I*“) + O(K) I kk 1% 
= O(GJ(l h lza + I k I29 + O(K) I hk Id. 
Returning to line (5.3), we now have 
W2f (4% 9 4) + 4f (I%?(4 ? -4) - w2f (Q)> 
= O(GJ(l h I*~ + I k P) + O(K) I hk P. 
Now let k = KrM 3 h, . Then we have 
V2f (YQ(4 3 4) + 4f (y& , -4) - 2A,f (Q)} 
= O(C,) 1 h p-1 + O(CO)K-wor 1 h y-1 + q$qp-1)/a I h p-1 
= O(C,)(l + ZP-l/a) I h 120-r. 
By the definition of L, it follows that 
L < c . C,( 1 + Icy. (5.4) 
Now we seek to estimate K in terms of L. Looking back to (5.2) we can write 
f(rQb% 9 k A2 3 4) + f(yQ(& 9 --h, A2 9 4) - 2f(rQ(A2 34) 
= O(C,) I h [2a + O(L) I k I I h lzar-l + O(C,,) / k ]*a. 
Shrinking t, and h, if necessary, we replace Q by yQ(A2 , -k). So 
f(3/Q(A2 P -k A, 9 ht A,, k)) + f(rQ(A2, --K, A,, --h, A,, k)) - 2f(Q) 
= O(G)(l h P + I k 12n) + O(L) I k I I k 1*=-l. 
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Applying Campbell-Hausdorff, we have 
f(yoV1 3 h, [Al 9 41, wz w3 + k3N) 
+ f(ro(4 , -4 M ,&I, 44, W3 + k3))) - 2f(Q) 
= O(C,)(l h lZrr + I k I*=) + O(L) I k I I h I- 
or 
f (Y, (4 3 h, 7N + 1 w% 9 w2)) 
+f (m (Al, --h, 7N+ 1 wb, -4) - Y(Q) 
or 
= O(C,)(l h lZO + I k I**) + O(L) I k I 1 h 12&-I 
f(ro(4 7 h, 7N W) + f(ro(4 7 4 7N --hWN - 2!(Q) 
= O(C,)(l h /?a + I k 12”) + O(L) kl h p-1. 
Note that we systematically use the hypotheses and the case 0 < OL < l/2 to 
absorb error terms. Now we observe that we can replace -4, , A, with smooth 
multiples of A, , A, so that 7 = 1 on U. This construction, just as the first time 
we used it, can be made uniformly over 693. So we have, renaming -4r, A,, that 
f(ro(4, k W W2N + f(ro(4, --h, IV, --h&9) - 2fCQ) 
= O(C,)(l h 12% + 1 k \"a) + O(L) 1 k / I h p--1. 
Now we set k = h and apply Campbell-Hausdorff again to obtain 
fhP? h2/L 4 9 4) + fh(N --h2/2, 4 > -4) - 2ftQ) 
= O(C,) 1 h j*u + O(L) 1 h IS=. 
As usual we have absorbed cubic error terms. 
We now observe that 
fbo(N h2/21 4 $4) 
= fhW h2/2)) + ~4fhW h2/2)) + O(G) I k I*= 
fk,(N --h2/Z -41, -4) 
= f(roW, --h*P)) - Wf(y,(N --h2/2)) + O(G) lk Iza 
for any k, I k 1 < t, . (5.6) 
Add these equations and subtract 2f(Q) from both sides to obtain 
fh(N k2/2)) + f(yo(N --h2/2)) - 2f(Q) 
= {f(ro(N, h2/2, A,,k)) + f(y,(N --h2/2,4, -k))- 2f(Q)} 
- kPbfh(N k2/2)) - A,f(y,(W --h*PNl + O(G) I k I*=. (5.7) 
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This identity persists if we replace k by -k. Add the result to (5.7). We conclude 
that 
2Lf (y&Y W2)) + f(YdN --h2/2N - 2f(Q>l 
= ff(roW, h2/Z A, 9 4) + f(ro(N --h2/2, 4 , -k)) - 2f(Q)) 
+ ~f(~o(N h*/Z 4 > -4 + f(ydN --h2/2, 4 7 4) - 2ftQN 
+ O(G)) I k Irol. (5.8) 
NOW set k = h. The expressions in braces may then be majorized using (5.5) 
1 (and (5.5) with h replaced by -h). Thus 
f(ro(N h”/U + f(ra(N --h2/2)) - 2f(Q) = O(C,,) I h lza + O(L) I h lza, (5.9) 
A classical argument (see [14, V. I, p. 441) now implies that 
f(ydN 42)) - f(yo(N --h2/2)) = O(G) I h I’?= + O(L) j h P. 
By definition of K we thus have 
K < C’(C,, + L). (5.10) 
I f  we combine (5.4) with (5.10) we now have K < C’(C, + C . C,(l + RI-11”)) 
whence 
K < C” 
and C” does not depend on h, . By 5.4, L is likewise bounded independent of h, . 
By definition of K, f is A, along integral curves of N. By definition of L, a42f is 
f!Za--l along integral curves of A, . The same type of argument shows that A,f 
is A,,_, along integral curves of A, . Much easier arguments prove the remainder 
of the theorem. 
Let us conclude with a remark about a! = l/2, m = 1. If  one uses the classical 
Lipschitz class Lip 1 (defined by the first diflerence operator) instead of the 
Zygmund class (1, , the preceding arguments go through without change to 
yield the desired conclusions. For the full result, one needs an approximation 
argument along the lines of [5] together with some interpolation techniques. 
Details will be omitted. 
6. THE CASE m = 2 FOR PROPOSITION 3.1 
Let f, D satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 with m = 2. We will indicate 
here what new complications enter the proof. The situation with m 3 3 is 
similar but more tedious. 
Now because of the manner in which we absorb error terms, it is natural to 
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consider the case 0 < 01 < 419. When 0 < d < l/3, the proof is much as in 
Section 5, so we will concentrate on l/3 < 01 < 419. 
Let P E W. If P is a point of type 1, then it has neighborhoods V, U as in 
Section 5 and we may apply the arguments in that section on U. Otherwise, P 
is a point of type 2. So we can find a neigborhood U of P, U Z W, a number c, > 0 
and vector fields Ai1 , Aiz , Ai8 E {A, ,..., A,,-,} such that 
I<[[Ail 9 Ai,], Aal, T)IQ I 2 CO (6-l) 
for all Q E U while 
<[Ai , 41, 7% = 0 (6.2) 
for all i, j = l,..., 2n - 2. Now the Aij , j = 1,2, 3, may be distinct or not. 
Clearly they cannot all be equal. We select them as eficiently as possible. That is, 
if (6.1) can be achieved with two of Ai1 , Aie , Ais equal, we so select them. 
Otherwise Ail , Aia , Af3 are distinct. Clearly the latter case is the most complex 
and we deal only with It. Thus after renumbering {Ai}fz~2 we may suppose that 
KM > AA41~ +la I 2 co > 0 
for all Q E U and, further, if Ai , Aj , A, are not distinct then 
(6.3) 
([[At 7 A,19 Ad, 7)lp = 0. (6.4) 
As in Section 5, choose a neighborhood V of P, V C U, and to > 0 so that 
to < t,(Q, A,), all Q E V, all j = I,..., 2n - 2. Also replace f by vf where v is 
an appropriate cutoff function supported on V. 
Let ho > 0 be small, ho < to. As before, let 
K= 
to>,~;03,~~f~~Q~N~ h)) -f (Q)l/l h Ia’> + 1 
L = sup 
t&thi>ho 
{I Asf(Y&% , k A,, 4) + A3f(yQ(A1 , -h, A,, h)) 
QEV 
- %fo'o(A, 3 WI/l h 13? + 1 
co = izf9 llf (YPtAj 9 ‘)lln,,[-t,(P.A,).t,(p.a,)l * 
cf=l, . . . .2n-2 
Let h, k, I E R be smaller in modulus than to . By Taylor and the hypotheses, we 
write, as in Section 5, 
f(&% 3 h, A2 > k A3 3 4) 
= fM4 > h, A,, 4) + &f(&% , k -4,) 4) + OK’,) I l 13ar 
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= fbP(A2 9 4) + ZASf(YP(A2 , 4) + O(G) I z 13= 
~(YP(AI, --h, A, 9 k, -43,O) 
= fb'~b% 1 --h, A, 3 4) + ~~3f(x44, --h, A,,@ + O(G) I Z I30 (6.5) 
These formulae imply that 
z[Asfb'~(A~ 9 k A, > 4 + A3f(~i+41, -4 A, , k)) - 2A3f(yP(Az , k))] 
= -if(~~(Al 3 k A, > k A,, 4) + f(yp(A1, -4.4, k, A,, I)) 
- 2fkh42 9 k, A3 3 ON 
- ifb~(4 3 k 4 > 4) + f(yp(4 , --h, A, , 4) - 2f(yp(A, , k))} 
+ O(G) I z 13a. (6.6) 
We simplify the first expression in braces on the right of 6.2 via the Campbell- 
Hausdort? formula. Thus 
{ > = fbdA2 > k A,, I, A,, h [A,, A,], OW), [A,, [A,, Azl], O(W, 
[A, 3 [A, 7 411, WW, [A, , A31, W4, [A, , [A, , A311, O(h20, 
L43 3 [A, 3 A3111 V2), [[A, , A,], A,], O(W), W4 + k4 + P))) 
+ fhb42 9 k A,, 4 A, 9 --h, etc.)> - 2fbp(A2, k, A3 , 4. (6.7) 
Since we assume the case 0 < 01 < l/3 to have already been handled, it applies 
afortiori. Thus f is Al,3+ , any l > 0, in any direction. Thus we may replace 
f(- + O(h4 + k4 + Z4)) by f(e) + OC(E)(C,)(ZZ~ + k4 + Z4)1/3--E. In particular, 
since 1 < 3ar < 413 in the present case, 
f(* + W4 + k” + Z4N = f(e) + O(G,)(l h 13= + I k 13* + I Z I39 
Likewise, we wish to continue simplifying the expressions in (6.7). Now 
= f h4--1) + O(G) I hkl I + O(K) I hkl I=. 
The handling of the other terms is more subtle. By the remark after (6.1), we have 
selected the terms satisfying (6.1) as efficiently as possible. In particular, 
2n-2 
L43 5 [A, 3 A311 IP = C aiAi 
i=l 
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so for Q E U, 
2n-2 
iI4 , ~J11~411 IQ = C 4Q) Ai + 0 I P - Q I * N- (f3.8) 
i=l 
Applying the case 01 < l/3 to the term involving N and the hypotheses to the 
others, we have 
fb+(-9 [A3 P Vl 9 4119 %w) 
= fh4...)> + O(G) I h12 I + w-,)(I hZ I’(1 h I + I k I + I z I))“. 
We may treat the other third order expressions in (6.7) in the same way. So (6.7) 
becomes 
{ z = fb544 , k A3 3 I, 4 b h* L-4, I 41, w.4, [-4 , 41, O(W)) 
+ fbp(A*,k A,,& 4 I -4 r4 5 A,]> OW), PA 7 ~31,W))) 
- 2fh44, 9 k A3 ,I)) + O(G)(l h 13= + I h 13u + I z 130) + O(K) I f&z IO. 
(6.9) 
In order to deal with the second order terms, we need only observe that on U, 
[Al, A,] = 2 4,+$v 
with y(P) = 0. So we may write (6.9) as 
0 = mP(A37kA3, t4 1-h) 
+ h(4 9 k> A3 9 LA, 9 4) - Vbh42 9 k A,, WI + O(G)(l hk I + I hl I) 
+ OW(I hk I (I h I + I k I + I! ID= + OWN hl I (I h I + I k I + 11 I)) 
+ O(G)(l h 13rr + I k 13a + I I 13”) + O(K) I hkl Ia. 
I f  we let h = k we may conclude that 
{ > = O(G)(l h 13= + I Z I39 + O(K)(l h*Z I + I hZ2 IP. 
Of course the second expression in braces in (6.6) may be extimated in a like 
manner for h = k. We conclude that 
&43fh@1~ h, -42 9 4) + -43f(%@1, --h, A,, h)) - ZA,f(&4,, h))] 
= O(C,)(I h 13u + I E 13=) + O(K)(I h*Z ( + ( hZ I~)=. 
We now let 1 = K2h. So 
A3fbAA1, ht Act 9 h)) + '43f(yp(A I --h, A2, h))- 2A3f(yp(A2, h)) 
= o(cJ(K-* + K2'3m-1) ) ( h /3u-1 + O(K)(K*'a-1) + K2(2rr-1) ( h 139-I 
= O(C,,)(l + K7js) I h /3*-l. 
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Since these estimates may be performed uniformly over points of V, we find that 
L = O(C,)(l + F/S). (6.10) 
Next we estimate K in terms of L. But this is done by again using (6.5) and 
desymmetrization arguments, just as in Section 5. We obtain, after some work, 
K = O(C,,)(l + L). From this estimate and (6.10) we obtain 
K = O(C,) 
L = O(C,) 
independent of h, . It follows in particular that f  in A, in the N directions. The 
remaining conclusions of the proposition are now rather straightforward. 
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2 
Let f  be as in the hypotheses of (4.2). Thenf is (lacn,+i) along integral curves 
of each Aj , j = I,..., 2n - 2, where a = min(ol, l/(m + 2)). Let N be a smooth 
vector field on W so that A, ,..., /Jan-a , N span T(B). Since for each P E W 
there is a commutator of (A,>~~r” of order at most m which has a nonzero com- 
ponent in the N direction, the same holds at points in 9 n W which are suffi- 
ciently close to 39. The proof of (4.1) in case CL < l/(m + 1) now shows that 
near 39 (hence afortiori on all of 9) f is (1, along integral curves of N. 
Let P E W n a9 and let {Pi}j”l be a sequence of points in 9 which approach 
P radially and so that 1 P - Pi 1 strictly decreases to zero. For each j, let sZi C 9 
be those points in 9 which can be connected to Pj by (at most) m + 1 integral 
curves of the (A&~~‘. Now the system (Aj} is not integrable in the sense of 
Frobenius; but the existence of the exponential map implies that each In, 
contains a 2n - 1 dimensional submanifold Uj of B which contains Pi . We may 
assume the Ui to be of uniform size. Let us denote the radial boundary values off 
by f  also. 
Thus we have an open neighborhood U of P in 39 so that fj = (f Iv.) 0 v--l 
converges pointwise almost everywhere to f  on 7J (here n is orthogonal projection 
onto 39). But eachfj is /l, , and uniformly so, so by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem 
there is a relatively compact subneighborhood V of P in 89 and a subsequence 
fjk so that the fi, converge uniformly. It follows, sincef has radial limits almost 
everywhere on U, that f  III can be corrected on a set of measure zero to be in 
cl,(U). Since P and W = Wi were arbitrary, f jaB E A,(iF@) C C(%9). The 
standard theory for elliptic boundary value problems now implies that f E C(g). 
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8. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3 
Let 9, ,..., Aan--8 be the admissible vector fields in the hypothesis of Proposi- 
tion 3.3, and let A1 ,..., _ 2n 2 4’ _ be their restrictions to ag. We define a new 
collection of admissible vector fields on 9 near 8% as follows: 
Let CT C %G be a tubular neighborhood of &G@ so that orthogonal projection 
m: U + 22 is a smooth, well-defined retraction. Then for c0 > 0 small enough 
and 0 < E < E,, we have that ?Y&6 = {a E 2: dist(z, 89,) = E> is diffeomorphic 
to Z? via n. Denote n laQ, by rr, . For each such E > 0 and Q E ZZ?<, define 
‘AS> = (~JG’[&~,(Q))], j = I,..., 2n - 2. 
This extends -qj to 0 = U n 9 n {z: dist(z, a~?@) < co}. 
For each g E C(Z@), let Pg: G?? - C be the unique solution to the elliptic 
boundary value problem 
2% =OonGJ 
u Ias = g. 
For each 0 < E < E,, , g E C(a%), z E a&@, let Peg(z) = P(g)(n;‘x). Then P, is 
an order 0 pseudodifferential operator on 89. Also P,: L”(Z@) + C(iZ3). 
Let & = {f: %g + C 1 (Ar)kfis bounded, and (z~i)kf(~O(A1 , .)) is continuous 
for each z E 221. For 0 < T < 1, let 
ct,, = (f: 22 + c 1 ($)Of, (‘Qlf,..., (A;)kff A,(m)), 
Also let U-1,,1 = /1, . 
k = 0, l,... . 
Suppose that g E Uo,,(a@ n !&(%g), where a = min(ol, l/(m + 2)). Then 
4P&) = ~A&) + Ml 3 PC1 &w 
The first expression is bounded and continuous in z E 89. Since [,4’r, P] is of 
order 0, the second expression is in cl,(ag). In short, &P,g(z) E C(B). So 
AIPc: U,,,(Z@) n G,(at) + C(iX@) boundedly. By a similar argument, 
(&)kPG: LJ,-,,,(B) n Q,(Zi?) -+ C(i9) b oundedly. We may restate this as 
P,: U,_,,,(B) n sZ,(&?) + L?,(B), h = 0, 1, 2,... (8.1) 
where J2,(?3) = C(a%). The bounds are uniform in E. 
We will now interpolate these results. Let us recall the two basic facts from 
classical interpolation theory which shall be of use. A good reference for these is 
[3]. Also [9] gives more classical proofs of some of these facts. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let WC IR?, W’ c RF, be open sets with smooth boundaries. 
Suppose for simplicity that W is d#eomorphic with {x E [w” : 1 x 1 < l} and W 
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is difeomorphic with {x E Rm’ : 1 x 1 < I}. Let j, < jI , h, < h, be non-negatiwe 
integers. Suppose that 
T: Cc(W) -+ Cko( W’) 
is a linear operator satisfying 
II Tf lIcki G K Ilf Ilcji 9 i=O, 1, 
all f E 0. Then 
II Tf Il.+,, G K’ llf La, > O<t<1, 
where CQ = (I - t) j,, + tjI , pt = (1 - t)h,, + th, . The constant K’ depends on 
K, m, ni, and the smoothness of aW, HV. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let W, W’ be as in the previous lemma. Let 0 < &, < @I . Let 
T: 4x0( W - A,& W’> 
and satisfy 
II Tf LB, < K llf I/+ 9 i =0, 1, 
for all fEAai. Then 
II Tf II A~, G K' Ilflln,, 9 O<t<l, 
CY~ = (1 - t)ol,, + tol, , ,& = (1 - t)& + t/3, . The constant K depends on the 
parameters indicated in 8.2. 
The proofs of 8.2 and 8.3 are well-known. Since we will need to use the proofs 
themselves we outline the proof of 8.3 for the special case a,, = & = l/2, 
a1 = ,& = 312. 
Fix q~ E C,m(R1’A), sq~(x) dx = 1, supp v  C {I x 1 < l), q~ radial. For S > 0, 
let q+(x) = 6-n&/S). Let 0 < t < 1 and write 01 = OL~ . Let f  E A,(W). Extend 
f, with bounded increase in norm, to all of Iw”. Let fs = f  * vs . Then fc -+ f  
uniformly. Write f  = (f - fs) I w + fs Iw = fO + fi . There is a universal 
constant K0 > 0, depending only on ]I f  IJna(w) , so that for any A > 0 there is a 
6 = 6(h) > 0 satisfying 
llfo Il+i G &At, 
Now for h E [w” small we have 
llfl IL,,* < K&-l. 
I Tf(x + 4 + Tf(x - h) - 2Tf@)I 
< I Tf& + h) + V& - 4 - Wh@)l 
+ I X%(x + h) + Tf,(w - h) - =f,(x)l 
< KK,,P I h ll/* + KKJ’-l 1 h lslz 
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and h is at our disposal. We let X = 1 h 1 and obtain 
II Vlln,w) G 2KKo - 
This completes the outline of the proof of 8.3. Now for 0 < c1 < 03, we define 
L,(29) = (f : 29 - C I fb(A;, *I) is 4 on t,(z, Ai), uniformly over z E ZG}. 
Our claim is that 
LEMMA 8.4. For E su@ent~ small, the operators P, map L,(kB) CI U,,,(Z8) 
to L,(P%‘), 0 < a: < 00. Here 1 = l(a) is the greatest integer less than LY, and 3 
is small. The bounds are independent of c. 
To prove the lemma, let j, =K,~{0,1,2 ,... )andj,=k,=j,+l. Let 
0 < t < I and (Y~ = (1 - t) ja + tjr . Let f eL,t(iZ3) n Ul(m,),, .
Now via the introduction of a cutoff function and a diffeomorphism, we may 
assume that the operator P, acts on the continuous functions on an open subset 
IVc P-* and we may further assume that on W, iql = S/ax, . We may apply 
the proof of (8.2) to f  on each line segment W n {x2 = c2 ,..., x~,,-~ = cznpl} 
where c, ,..., can-i are real constants. That is, we produce fs by smoothing only 
in the .vi variable, for each fixed xa ,..., x, . We form f0 and fi as in the proof of 
(8.3) and complete the argument just as before. Since the smoothing operation 
commutes with the remaining variables, f0 and fi are readily seen to be in 
QjO-l,n and .Qjl-l,s respectively. For the right choice of 6, it follows as before that 
for any X > 0 we may arrange for 
II fo llnjO < KAt, ilfi l/rajl < Kh*-l> 
some K > 0 independent of A. Completing the argument as before, we find that 
(8.5) 
Here cq may take any positive nonintegral value. 
Finally, we repeat this procedure using (8.3) and the fact that 
each j0 E (0, 1, 2,...>. We conclude that (8.5) persists for OL~ integral and positive. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we complete the proof of (3.3) in a few strokes. Of course Lemma 8.4 
holds not only for spaces of functions smooth along a, , but for functions smooth 
along Aj, j = I,..., 2n - 2. I f  f  is as in the hypotheses of 3.3, then f  E A&a-9) 
by 3.1. By classical elliptic estimates, f  E A,(@. On the other hand, Lemma 8.4 
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and Proposition3.1 imply that f satisfies the hypotheses of 3.3 on Z2, for each 
E > 0 sufficiently small. Thus f E I’,,,,,+,,,(Z@~), uniformly in all sufficiently 
small E > 0. This coupled with the fact that f E A-(a) implies readily that f 
satisfied (1.16), (1.17), (1.18) prowided that the admissible vector fields are chosen 
from among {A1 ,..., $n-P). But it is then routine to check that f c T’,,,c,,+,,(@, 
that is that (1.16)-(1.18) are satisfied for all normalized admissible vector fields. 
This completes the proof of 3.3. 
I am grateful to Michael Taylor for useful discussions about the proof of 8. I. 
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